
 

World Aircraft Fleet: Analysis and Future Development 

 
One stream of research at the institute of air transportation systems is devoted to the 
analysis of the impact of aircraft technologies and industry policies at the global, long-
term level. An elementary part of this research is concerned with estimating and 
predicting the size and build-up of the world aircraft fleet, today as well as under 
alternative future scenarios.  
 
1. F-FWD 2.0 
 

 
 
F-FWD 2.0 (pronounced: fast-forward 2.0) is a tool developed at the institute that 
translates an aggregate fleet and traffic forecast such as the ICAO FESG Forecast into a 
detailed forecast of individual aircraft fleets (e.g. the fleet of Airbus A319 aircraft).  
 
It works by projecting the current “active” world fleet1 into the future using (a) 
aggregate traffic growth rates (e.g. of the FESG), (b) statistically determined ‘fleet 
survivor curves’ – through which future aircraft retirements are calculated from aircraft 
fleet age –, as well as (c) assumptions about future aircraft projects and market shares, 
see Figure 1.  
 
Results of the tool can be used to estimate, for example, global emissions using a 
bottom-up (aircraft-centered) approach under alternative future technology scenarios, 
cf. Apffelstaedt, Langhans and Gollnick (2009)2. The tool is currently applied for 
analyzing the impact of different aircraft technologies on global CO2 emissions within 
the IATA project framework TERESA3.  
 

                                                 
1 That is, aircraft indexed ‘in service’ according to the Ascend Online Fleets database 
(http://www.ascendworldwide.com).  
2 Apffelstaedt, A.O., Langhans, S., Gollnick, V. (2009) “Identifying Carbon Dioxide Reducing Aircraft 
Technologies and Estimating their Impact on Global CO2 Emission”, Seminal Paper, German Aerospace 
Congress Aachen. 
3 TERESA: Technology Roadmap for Environmentally Sustainable Aviation. For more information visit 
http://www.iata.org/ps/publications/Pages/technology-roadmap.aspx . 
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Figure 1:  Simplified Diagram of F-FWD 2.0 Methodology 
 
2. Fleet Choice in the Global Airline Industry 
 
The PhD research project “Fleet Choice in the Global Airline Industry” seeks to specify, 
estimate and test an econometric model that defines relationships between (a) the 
build-up of the “active world fleet” and (b) available aircraft, airline and market 
characteristics, see Figure 2. The model should, in a realistic way, reflect the impact on 
fleet choice of aircraft characteristics (e.g. manufacturer, size, range, and fuel 
consumption), airline characteristics (e.g. region, network structure, and business model) 
and exogenous parameters (e.g. oil price and regulations).  
  
The model is primarily intended for prediction of fleet choice in the global airline 
industry under alternative future scenarios. This ability is interesting from a multiple of 
different research viewpoints: A researcher interested (from a technical or marketing 
point of view) in the prospective demand for a new aircraft; a policy maker interested in 
testing different policies to promote the demand for a specific technology (e.g. by 
subsidies or taxes); a manufacturer interested in the effect on aircraft demand of Asian 
or LCC airlines playing a more dominant role in the global customer base; etc. In all 
cases, the existing choice “rules” (that have been estimated from historical data) are 
used with new aircraft, airline or market characteristics. Also, the model might be used 
for mimicking airline fleet choice in a more complex systemic policy assessment tool 
such as the AIM global model developed at the University of Cambridge, or the AERO-
MS developed at NLR, TAKS and MVA.4  
 
For researchers of applied econometrics and industrial organization the work is 
interesting due to properties of the commercial aircraft market: They resemble 
properties of other markets and industries (e.g. markets for vehicles such as public buses 
and trains, fleets of car rental companies, the market for business computers), but pose 
considerable difficulties to the use of standard econometric approaches. Specification 
and estimation of the model is thus an ambitious task. Distinct market features that 
must be considered include: Discrete choice sets with multi-type, multi-unit ownership 
and purchase (most airlines operate aircraft of different brands and types, and also 
several units of each brand and type, at the same time); Demand for durable capital 

                                                 
4 For more information on the AIM global model visit http://aimproject.aero/. For more information on the 
AERO-MS model visit http://www.teamplay-project.eu/. 
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Domestic Asia / Pacific ASK (yearly bilions) 546.5 1,058.8
Domestic Asia / Pacific RPK  (yearly bilions) 396.2 807.3
Domestic Asia / Pacific Fleet in Service 2,514.2 4,237.7
Domestic Asia / Pacific Flights (yearly - millions) 4.532 7.819
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Domestic Europe ASK (yearly bilions) 259.3 352.8
Domestic Europe RPK  (yearly bilions) 180.2 260.2
Domestic Europe Fleet in Service 1,731.4 2,174.2
Domestic Europe Flights (yearly - millions) 3.001 3.966
Domestic Europe Seats in fleet 200,718 262,723
Domestic Europe Total Km (yearly millions) 1,891 2,522
Domestic Europe Avg Capa (Fleet in service) 116 121
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Domestic North America Fleet in Service 5,489.5 6,475.7
Domestic North America Flights (yearly - millions) 8.959 10.764
Domestic North America Seats in fleet 579,149 724,747
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(i.e. factor) goods; Inter-task substitutability and inter-task externalities of goods (e.g. 
the possible use of long-haul aircraft on short-haul markets, or the influence of airplane 
decision "long haul" on the airplane decision "short distance").  
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Figure 2:  The PhD research project “Fleet Choice in the Global Airline Industry” seeks to 
define statistical relationships between (a) the build-up of the “active world fleet” and 
(b) available aircraft, airline and market characteristics. 


